
A pretty colleague tells me about the big fire in the forest. I don’t know anything since I was away. She points at the smoke rising in the horizon. I can see the fire. I lift her up so she can also see it. She asks me to lift her again.

Two of my colleagues and I are riding towards the forest. Once there we meet a huge snake and decide to go back across a river. A slightly smaller snake is under water. As he raises his head I grab him hard to strangle him. He is just a puppet.

I get to watch the video of the jury selecting my work for a price. My old professor is in the back silently filming. He doesn’t wish to reveal our relationship. The other elders of the jury are all in favor of my work while the youngest are against it.

A woman is revealing to an evil man the secret of the magical cave. The squirrels are alarmed. One of them wears the mask to transform in a knight. He then goes out of the cave to stub at once the evil man.

I am lying on a bed on the side of the road by the see. A beautiful blond that now has dark hair is going to sleep in her room. We used to be in love. I whisper and she comes to me. I passionately kiss her.

My neighbour and I are discussing how much he should pay me to renovate his apartment. I propose a decent amount per hour. He replies that he already had a foreign like me working and he paid him half that amount.

A woman is the author of a catalogue promoting an exhibition we will soon open together. On the second page there is a letter where she proposes me to work as the bathroom cleaner of an intellectual with square glasses.

Two of my students and I are on a bus discussing the prototype I intend to build. One of them gets his bus card stamped. Instead of numbers the stamp shows a row of fire wood. A third student should also join us but she doesn’t make it.

I am flying down the sky to get back a cloud that has descended too low. I land in a foggy countryside where I get frozen. The farmer’s daughter explains that it is to prevent me from riding a cow but if I wish I could ride a sheep and for days.

My grandfather is explaining me how shall one get a horse, a pair of white gloves and a sword to become a knight. I tell him to wait for me and leave not to return. I regret not to have told him goodbye.

I walk down a road over my native village. I notice for the first time two high chimneys. At a bus stop I meet with my sister. She gives me an animal fur that I can use when I will be sleeping in my car.

My cousin is talking on the phone to arrange a pair of new skies. The bus we are riding stops. He gets out to keep on talking. The bus driver gets impatient to wait for him. He closes the door and leave. My cousin runs after us.

My uncle is telling us about the land he just bought. A big part is planted with corn, an equal part is left to rest, a smaller part is his vegetable garden and what is left is for building speculation. My father wants to take me there to teach me again how to drive.

At school I ask a student an advice for an application I am about to fill in. It seems very simple. I also ask him to print it for me and attempt to pull myself over the wall where the printer is. I am too fragile to make it.

My director reaches me in my studio. I would like to show him the solution of a problem although it wasn’t me solving it. He introduces me to a virtual teacher who gets her students to create a physical choreography with their own bodies.

I walk down a city road with a girl from my country. She is visibly pregnant. A student of mine takes her to a bus stop where he dares to kiss her. She consents and everyone starts making evil gossips about them.

I just had breakfast in my apartment that I am already preparing dinner. I follow the simple recipe a Baltic woman sent me. I just wish she would have changed the name of it so that our affair wouldn’t be at a risk.

We go around a commercial centre. My son runs inside a large shop selling play cards. Along its semicircular perimeter there are different stands to choose from. We choose one advertising a famous pocket player. He is a cheater.

A young sky team is training down a slope. My son gets caught among them but perfectly manages to sky down. They place him on the lift up but he is too little and fells down. I reach them and look for his equipment that got spread around.

I get on an airplane with my son. We take a seat in the very back but we soon leave it to a father with a handicap son. We then wish to seat behind two old men but they hang too much down and they are not willing to move.

After lunch my parents-in-law give me some grapes to eat and hand me a certificate. It is a bank account they opened for me during their last trip abroad. I give it a look and find just very little savings.

My girlfriend and I are waiting in the high terrace of a modern building. A girl traveling with us explains our new airplane schedule. I get dizzy of the height and suggest them to go down on the fine grass.

I am training in a gym lifting without any problems the heavy weights. None of the women are biking. I move to the abdominal machine. A powerful dancer passes by and I feel so strong that I dare to tease him.

A girl is walking on a big towel where a pop star drove with his car. I follow her and she shows me a mobile phone she wants me to purchase. I show her that mine has a foreign number and walk alone in a room to make a call.

My relatives should all gather at a restaurant. Main while my mother sends me to a shop to look for a thin hair brush for my father. I find just robotic things and come back. My father is paying dinner. I order a dish but he doesn’t like my choice.

An ugly colleague of mine is lying in my bed with me. I invited her to talk about work but she seems willing to have sex instead. She asks me how much money I want for my project and promises to talk to the director. She is really horny.

I am at a desk of a small airport begging to get a small package to South America. A hostess tells me that sometimes she gets the right tickets and she sells them cheaply. I leave her my packet although I realize that there are no continental flights.

I take my son to slide down a slope by a lake. Just before he reaches the water I pull him up with a string. A second time I let the string go and he starts to slide away over the water. I take my clothes off and swim to rescue him. I feel a big fish touching my body.

We walk in a dark parking lot to a friend’s car carrying our bags. He opens the trunk where we should leave them but he forgot the key to lock it. I decide to keep the bag on my back. There is valuable equipment inside.

My girlfriend and I are alone in my parent’s bedroom dressing up to go to church. They are already there and we are late. Nonetheless I get on my girlfriend who lays undressed on the floor. We make love instead.

Three of us are competing against one another for a prize. A technician is helping to edit our videos. He starts with the girl and then the boy. We all have to work on the same footage of a ping pong game. The boy stands on the playing table to add an extra footage.

A tall and very handsome school mate stands without t-shirt. Although he has a very trashy life style his body is very fit. He compares it to my body that I train regularly but yet looks suffered.

A girl looks through my dream diary. I explain her that I would like to keep the same format for each set of dreams. I suggest writing them in one page but then I show her that I can make sixteen dreams a day. She tells me to draw a mountain in one page.

My sister and I are biking on an asphalted road that merges with a smaller path. She is telling me that both her and our father got their tires out of the wheel. She describes how without excitation they got them replaced with a different type.

I am having sex with my aunt. After the pleasure she wants us to byte and hurt each other. I byte her skin and she pinches me hard. I manage to leave the room and let her torture my cousin. I look myself in the mirror. I don’t have any visible marks.

My cousin’s friends are telling about his planned separation with his girlfriend. The two of them will go on vacation for the last time in a tropical beach. She lives in a noble palace. I see her wearing a poor dress made of many old clothes.

An Indian tribe is marching through the forest performing a noisy ritual. I hide on the ground and they pass me really close. The chief releases a pile of woods and finds the ugly vice chief fucking his pretty wife. He cuts his legs and turns him into a cube.

I am out of the old country house working under a big stone. Two kids pass over it and purposely have some small stones falling on me. I take a big stone and throw it to them. I then turn friendly and I show them at a window my girlfriend working inside the house.

We are seating on a sofa in the semi obscurity of an apartment. A stranger puts a syringe in our mouth and starts dosing a transparent and liquid drug inside. I don’t oppose and get it injected in my arm.

I would like to sell to my uncle a perfectly functioning office chair and a desk. He warns me that it is no longer possible since he is closing down his factory and destroying all the furniture inside. He has no money left.

My grandmother gives me a cup where a recent color photo of her is printed. It is rather faded and scratched. On the back of the cup there is a black and white photo of my grandfather when he was young. This photo is very vivid and intact.

I take a juice bottle from the fridge and walk out of my grandmother’s place to a shop on the other side of town. The city center is much smaller than I expected. Main while my grandmother can’t figure where I disappeared.

Two skinny men are beating up each other. One of them is rather still and gets allots of punches. He suddenly settles the other by hitting him in a particular point of the chest. He then gets inside to cook his porridge with my milk.

The covers of some old films are on the table of a video store. We choose to watch a drama instead of two war documentaries. In the projection room there is a famous artist and the president. I shake hands with them and get timid.

My father is watching a videotape I just borrowed when he realizes that I recorded music on top of an interview he had with an important doctor. I tell him how sorry I am. He is furious and passes the tape forward to see what is left.

During a meeting with my director and his boss I point out that some of the students do not speak proper English. The boss says that is illegal and there is a fine for those that get caught. I realize too late that I put my director into troubles.

In a gym my cousin’s girlfriend who I never met, passes in front of me. At first I am indifferent but then I go up to her. The baby face is identical to that of my cousin. We start playing.

I am with a black man who just attended a conference with me. As we discuss about the cold weather he asks to guess where he comes from. He also adds that his place his always warm and it lies on the same parallel as mine. I guess it right away.

I am working on the internet when a girl starts chatting with me. As my girlfriend approaches I hide our conversation and go back to my work. The girl calls me on the phone. I tell her that I am busy and I will call her back but I will never do it.

My curator hangs on the kitchen wall a black and white print out of my pictures. He just got someone to frame it. I ask him how much it cost. The price is very high and we still have many prints to be framed.

My mother and I are seating on a church bench putting our shoes on. I tell her that the snow is now very good for skiing. She tells me not to talk to her otherwise we will fight. I keep it silent and look at her very expensive shoes.

On a pedestrian road of the city centre my relatives are standing in a horizontal line. They look glad since my parents are missing. My son and I go to tell them goodbye. I walk backward to my grandfather and backward we hug.

I am out by a field with my father-in-law. I ask him if he has ever read a one classical author. He doesn’t know him. I ask him about another one. He doesn’t know him either. I explain that they were both the main inspiration for a local writer.

I copy the first answer of a history test from a class mate. The second one asks to list the victories of a basketball team. I can’t answer but the teacher gives me anyway a plus. Another student passes me the last answer to copy but it is written in transparent ink.

My friend and I bike down a mountain and through a volcanic lake unaware of the water depth. I am heading towards an ancient stone village while my friend turns into a bike path. He then makes a phone call to arrange with his cousin for a fat dinner.

We rush in a station to get the metro on time. I cheat and run forward those waiting in line. At the platform I see my cousin on the opposite side. He walks across the railway to come and greet me but my train soon arrives.

A bunch of female students are in a workshop. I go around and find a sawing machine on. It could easily injuries them if they accidentally pass by. I immediately press different switches to turn it off.

In the field one cow is on heat and the bull will either get crazy and jump over the fences or mount her. He is about to jump when the other cows get women hands and stimulate his penis. He gets a huge hard on and fucks the first cow.

I am in a big second hand market looking at some toys. I find a bag of very cheap oranges and get in line to buy milk. A Southern man finds out that I still haven’t paid the oranges. I show him that I even haven’t paid the sleepers I am wearing.

A community of immigrants upraises against a long nose minister of their native country. They throw stones at his expensive car. After he left two policemen come and arrest an immigrant they have detected from the TV recording of the riot. I swear against authorities.

Both my sister and I suddenly wake up and meet in the kitchen. We both dreamt about having lunch with my father. He was telling her that my hands are now tied up and they should therefore help me.

I get a chocolate delivered from a student. I bring it together with other grocery to school. As I look for the receipts the students start cooking without my consent. I get angry with one of them and we prepare to fight. He is very tough.

A screen newly installed in my father’s car shows a beautiful landscape. The same landscape appears outside. My father drives in a narrow street of a dirty farm where he uses to fill up his water bottle. Now the water is polluted.

I park a classic car among two others of the same kind but smaller. There I find a man in despair. Two of his five children just died. They were small twins. I try to comfort him.

We are walking up the hill of a new residential area where we just moved. Although it is very steep my son is walking without our support. Main time I am thinking that we will have to walk up and down this hill every day.

In a mall a crowd seats around a handsome Southern showing his naked chest. He is engaged with a Nordic woman. A girl touches me with her bare foot and a film of a bear running away from the sun light starts. I suddenly stand up to hug my son who is now afraid.

A broken aristocrat is hosting me for dinner. I wish him to sell me his forest that I have just been pruning. I read a catalogue introduction of his property written by my old professor. A note says that he is an opportunist.

I give a gallerist some of my notes to photocopy but she doesn’t return them. She then leads me to a joint gallery where the notes should be. I carefully carry my bike inside among very fragile furniture. I hit some but her husband doesn’t care.

At school a student is helping me sawing some holes in a wooden panel. It will be use to look at the stars. He leaves me forever and I get in the director’s office looking for sand paper. I find a very groove one and start smoothing the panel.

While I am doing gymnastic on the school floor a competition’s director quickly approaches me. He attempts to seduce me but I refuse him. I then get to the window where I masturbate looking at him going out.

A bunch of bags are piled up on a station bench. A small foreign boy tries stealing from my bag. I punch him in the face but he doesn’t react. I lock myself in a room and start to play a small piano to scare him away. It just sounds with the window open to the lagoon.

At the cash desk of the supermarket I am buying two jars of spreading chocolate. The shop assistant thinks that one of them is his shit. He then realizes that it is because the jar is half used and it looks browner.

I am living back with my parents. My mother has ordered my sister to go and buy a new painting to replace the one I did. She thinks it is too boring. I look at it for the last time. The golden contours make it on the contrary very dynamic.

A couple is in a car that will soon crash. They will both loose their legs and get each other waists attach to one another. The boy wonders how he will kiss his girl’s breast then.

I carry my son down the kindergarten stairs. His doctor is below waiting with his ugly dog. Inside I dress my son while an old teacher is kissing him and the others improvise a concert.

My American friend and I are talking about a classic author. He knows more than I do. I leave him and walk a dark path through the forest. I rapidly elevate and the landscape becomes very light and beautiful.

I am driving away from my mother with the expensive van she just bought me. A stranger is on the phone giving directions to another stranger driving behind. I hear him swearing as he misses the right exit.

As I get in a restaurant I find my director and our family lawyer playing frisbee with some plastic cups. One is standing still and the other is seated. They are very precise. I loudly encourage them but they don’t get affected.

A young woman rewinds the past and finds herself climbing a steep mountain. She is almost making to the flat top when an old man stops her. He just let her pass because she is carrying a stone from below.

My girlfriend and I are in my parents’ kitchen. We just gave our son to my grandfather. I ask her when we will have him back and she replies never. That was our last opportunity to see him.

A family friend has built a swimming pool in the middle of a field. It is higher than larger and the top is like the bottom. I try to swim a lap but there is too little water and a slide is on the way. The family friend describes some strange plants growing in the sink.

My curator and I are eating lunch with my old professor. He makes some small glasses appear. They are filled with a red spirit. I drink one but it taste like water. I read on the bottle that is a traditional recipe.

I am in class projecting a foreign film. I realize that the subtitles are in the original language and the students can’t understand it. We then lie on the floor and start sleeping with differently coloured blankets.

A woman escapes from prison shooting with a machine-gun. She avoids the policemen running in a smaller road. She climbs over an old wall into a yard with some sleeping cows. She gets in a hole where she will wait for her future lover.

We walk through the centre of an old city of the South. On a tiny road a big crowd is waiting to purchase a small statue from an artisan. In a sunny square I look if the girls will be pretty enough for my son. We will soon move there.

I have some older guests eating soup in my kitchen. I try to offer some to an important professor but he is too tired. I offer some cream to another. There is a renaissance painting printed on the package. He complains and I explain how much work was to peal every root.

My girlfriend is now working in a brick house. Nearby there is a similar building but the ancient bricks are unpainted. My aunt wonders if I could reproduce it. I then tell her of an architect piling up big rough stones and nailing them together with a metal wire.

My father drives us on his big jeep into an abandoned tunnel of a high mountain. We reach the end without any scratches and start chopping the onions we found on a table. The witch living there shows up. We hurry to leave but a storm starts outside.

A survival of an airplane accident escapes a monster by swimming in a lake. The monster looses his power under water. All the other survivors then gather by the lake. The monster comes back and kills everyone but the first survival who hides in the water shadow.

A man gets to shower for free in a public bathroom with a naked woman. He suddenly turns off the light and secures her under the bed. He then tries to turn off a smaller light before an evil man will attempt to murder them. He manages in time to cover it with a towel.

A couple is safely driving through the woods and stops at a gas station. As the man is filling up the tank he sees a stranger sleeping in their car. The stranger rises to kill them but a gang cuts him in pieces. His many body parts recompose.

My friends are telling another friend how hard is to cheat during examinations. A manager writes their names on the board and associates them with some super stars to collaborate with. One of my friends is not satisfied since he was associated to the other friend.

Out of my window I clearly see through my neighbour’s apartment. In his bedroom there are some old instruments. By the entrance there is an old picture of when he was young and he got married. I meet him downstairs with a man that his younger than him but older than me.

I catch a thief in my neighbour’s apartment. He then comes to steal in mine. I hold the door shut to don’t let him out and call the cops but the number is wrong. His mates and him break the door windows but I resist them. They then throw out my jewelry to surrender.

I am picking groove salt from the asphalt. A Native American tells me to baptize myself with it. I then get the salt on my head but it burns. I quickly remove it and convince the Native to give me a ride.

My girlfriend’s old friend and I are taking a walk in the countryside. We discuss about this year very short winter. She gets closer and closer to me. We make out but I don’t like it.

I decide to walk alone back to the hotel on the beach across the lake. At the bar I serve myself with a big glass of soda. A girl seating in front of me do the same but with a smaller glass. She really likes me.

My girlfriend’s workmates are having a presentation. I intervene to comment on the beauty of a small chair made of recycled fabrics. I don’t get myself heard since they are too noisy and I am too shy.

My father is driving full speed through the mountains. He is upset with us and has nothing to loose. Outside wild animals eat other animals. The landscape gets desolated and the road flooded. My father keeps on driving nonetheless.

From a mountain village a very dark ocean appears with very light spots. I tell my mother how warm the water must be even though it is still winter. I also show her that some people are already swimming. She strongly disagrees with me although she is herself immersed.


